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MySEC 2013 is the seventh regional conference has the aim to converge researchers and practitioners from academia, industry, and government to advance 
the state-of-the-art of software engineering research and practice. This year members of Software Engineering Research Group (SERG) under Research 
Alliance on K-Economy (RAKE) and Faculty of Computing, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Johor are organising this event. This event is in co-operation with 
IEEE Malaysia. The programme will provide numerous opportunities for academic and industry delegates to collaborate and learn from each other. MySEC 
2013 will be hosted in Melaka, the historical state of Malaysia on 20 – 21 November 2013. In conjunction with MySEC 2013, the fourth Software Engineering 
Postgraduates Workshop (SEPoW 2013) will be organised by Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka (UTeM).

The theme of MySEC 2013 this year is “Software in the Cloud: The Way Forward”. As cloud has become in demand through its various services, it influences 
the way software engineers work. Phases in software development and maintenance mainly in testing has evolved greatly in tandem with cloud computing 
technology. Hence, MySEC 2013 encourages interested authors to submit papers mainly those related to issues in software development and maintenance in 
cloud. The organiser anticipates this event will be able to provide a great avenue for fruitful interactions and discussion among academics, researchers, and 
practitioners in sharing their expertise in related issues in software engineering besides discussing the way forward related to cloud computing.

Keynote Speaker 1 : ASSESSING CLOUD COMPUTING RISKS
 

Dr. Dzaharudin Mansor is the National Technology Officer for Microsoft Malaysia.

Dr. Dzahar received an Honors Degree in Computer Systems Engineering from Monash University, Australia in 1985, and completed his PhD 
in Computer Science at La Trobe University, Australia in 1988. Dr Dzahar joined Microsoft in 2005 and has more than 27 years of professional 
experience in ICT and telecommunications.

In 2010, he had the honor of leading the Business Services Economic Transformation Program (ETP) Labs. He also presently holds, and has held 
several associate positions at Universities, PIKOM, MIGHT and others.
Dr. Dzahar is passionate about technology and aspires to contribute towards the nation’s Knowledge Economy initiative.

Keynote Speaker 2 : MANAGING KNOWLEDGE OF SOFTWARE TESTING IN CLOUD COMPUTING: A CASE OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM PERSPECTIVE 

Rusli Abdullah is an Associate Professor in Information System Department, Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology, of 
Universiti Putra Malaysia. He holds a B.Sc. in Computer Science from Universiti Putra Malaysia (1988), M.Sc. in Computer Science from 
Universiti Putra Malaysia (1996), and PhD in Knowledge Management at Faculty of Computer Science and Information System, Universiti 
Teknologi Malaysia (2005).

He has more than 12 years of teaching experience and about 8 years of system development experience as a system analyst at higher learning 
institutions. He currently teaches System Analysis and Design, and Software Quality at both undergraduate and graduate levels. His research 
interests include knowledge management and software engineering, computer supported collaborative work, and workflow management.
He has also published and written books, articles, and technical papers in numerous journals and conference proceedings concerning his 

research interests. Some of his published books are Knowledge Management System in Collaborative Environment, Knowledge Management Research in 
Computer Science Perspective, and those in Malay version include Introduction to Workgroup Computing, Introduction to Analysis and Design Systems, and 
Information Technology and Its Applications. 

	  

	  

Keynote Speaker 3 : AGILE ADOPTION IN CLOUD COMPUTING
   

John Sullivan is the Business Division Product Delivery Manager at MYOB, Australian and New Zealands leading account software company, 
and is based in Melbourne and KL. Previously he was responsible for the Agile transformation of large corporate companies like Sensis 
(Australian Yellow/WhitePages), Qantas/Jetstar Airlines. He has 12+ years in transforming companies, teams and people to deliver software 
and products faster, using Agile methods.
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THEMES
 
We welcome contributions that address the theme of “Software in the Cloud: The Way Forward” and other topics of interest including, but 
not limited to the following:

Requirements Engineering Software Performance Engineering 

Software Architecture Software Security, Safety, and Reliability 

Software Development Methods Agile Software Development Methods 

Software Testing, Verification and Validation Software Engineering Environments and Tools 

Program Analysis and Understanding Empirical Software Engineering 

Software Maintenance and Evolution Model Driven Architectures 

Software Metrics and Measurement Service Oriented Architectures 

Software Processes and Quality Object and Component Based Software Engineering

Cloud Based Software Systems Web-Based Software Engineering

Software Reuse Distributed and Parallel Software Engineering

Product Line Engineering Embedded and Real-Time Software Systems

Formal Methods Mobile and Ubiquitous Software Systems

Agent-Based Software Engineering Context-aware and Adaptive Software Systems

Software Project Management Knowledge based software engineering

Standards and Legal Issues Intelligent Software Engineering

Software Engineering Education Software Engineering in Practice

IMPORTANT DATES (SEPoW 2013)

SEPoW2013 

Software Engineering Postgraduates Workshop (SEPoW 2013), to be held in Melaka, Malaysia on 19 November 2013 and organised by 
Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka (UTeM) 

Theme: Innovative Software Engineering for Creative and Competitive Software Solution

SEPoW 2013 provides a platform for research students to showcase their work, exchange ideas and receive feedback from a panel of 
senior researchers and to facilitate interaction among the participants. The first SEPoW 2009 was hosted for the first time in Malaysia in 
conjunction with 16th Asia Pacific Software Engineering Conference (APSEC 2009). The event provides a great networking opportunity. We 
invite Master’s and PhD postgraduates who conduct research in software engineering to join us.

The workshop consists of a two main sessions:

•  Tutorial:  The two tutorials are “How to produce and publish a good SE Research?” by Prof Dr. Ali Selamat and “Writing a Systematic 
Literature Review for SE research” by Dr. Norsaremah Salleh.
•  Research Presentation and Discussion: Presentations and discussions will be conducted in English. The workshop welcomes software 
engineering postgraduates who have completed extended research proposal stage to submit, participate and grab the opportunity to gain 
beneficial feedbacks and mock viva of their research work from experienced researchers. The presenters are required to write a short 
research proposal paper for this session. 

Full Paper Submission 18 October 2013

Notification of Acceptance 24 October 2013

Camera Ready       31 October 2013

Registration by Authors 8 November 2013

SEPoW 2013 (UTeM) Melaka   19 November 2013

SEPoW 2013
19 November 2013
Universiti Teknikal Malaysia, Melaka (UTeM)

IMPORTANT DATES (MySEC 2013)

Full Paper Submission 2 September 2013

Notification of Acceptance 14 October 2013

Camera Ready  21 October 2013

Registration by Authors 4 November 2013

MySEC 2013         20 – 21 November 2013 
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Agile Symposium 2013
19 November 2013

Avillion Legacy Melaka, Malaysia  

Keynote Speakers
 
Karin Verloop is Managing Director, ThoughtWorks Singapore

Karin Verloop will be speaking about “Why the world is going Agile”. She will share ThoughtWorks’ observations and experiences globally and 
talk about some of the clients that have chosen to adopt Agile and work with ThoughtWorks.

She joined ThoughtWorks five years ago in Australia. She has worked with many clients across different industries who want to have better 
software delivered faster, therefore they come to ThoughtWorks. ThoughtWorks is renowned for its thought leadership and innovation in 
software development.

John Sullivan will be speaking about “Journey of Agile Adoption: Past, Present & Future”.  The pattern of Agile adoption, in countries, follows 
a similar pattern! Using years of Agile experience,  John will talk about the history of Agile Adoption in Australia and relate it back to how this 
pattern will probably be followed in Malaysia.  The journey talks about what worked, what failed, some times quite humorously, and what is 
needed to make it successful.

John is the Business Division Product Delivery Manager at MYOB, Australian and New Zealands leading account software company, and is based 
in Melbourne and KL.  Previously he was responsible for the Agile transformation of large corporate companies like Sensis (Australian Yellow/
WhitePages), Qantas/Jetstar Airlines.  He has 12+ years in transforming companies, teams and people to deliver software and products faster, 
using Agile methods.

Andy Kelk (Chief Information Officer of the iProperty Group)

Andy will be speaking about “Agile software development tools, agile and cloud computing synergy”. As the Chief Information Officer of the 
iProperty Group, Andy is responsible for development of the company’s technology platform and the management of its IT systems. Before 
iProperty, Andy was a senior IT manager at the REA Group in Australia where he was responsible for developing sites such as realestate.com.au. 

Andy has also worked for a leading SaaS eCommerce vendor and was part of the founding team for Ask Jeeves UK. Andy has a Master’s degree 
in Computer Science from the University of London as well as a Bachelor’s degree in Broadcasting Studies from the University of Leeds.

	  

	  

	  

Topics covered, but not limited to the followings

• Foundations for agile methods
• Agile software development tools, agile and cloud computing synergy
• Agile development in the large/small scale
• Agile development with large/legacy systems
• Agile development of open source software
• Integrating business processes and agile SW development
• Case studies, experiments, practitioners’ experience reports

• Metrics in agile SW development, automated metrics and analysis
• Research on existing or new methodologies/approaches
• Agile methods in industrial contexts
• Good practice, test-driven development as an agile practice
• Requirements Engineering in agile processes
• Quantitative/qualitative empirical studies
• Tools and applications

IMPORTANT DATES (Agile Symposium 2013)

Full Paper Submission 12 August 2013

Notification of Acceptance 12 Oktober 2013

Camera Ready       30 October 2013

Registration by Authors 30 October 2013

Agile Symposium 2013   19 November 2013

Agile Symposium 2013 aims to provide a forum for fruitful interactions and discussions among academics, researchers and practitioners in their ultimate aim 
to creative solutions for our dynamic society today.
Agile Symposium 2013 focuses on the use of Agile methodologies in developing projects, especially those related to software development. In fact, Agile is a 
relatively recent methodology used in the development process of a project. Therefore, it is important to provide knowledge to the audiences on how to use 
Agile in their projects. The program will provide numerous opportunities for academic and industry participants to collaborate and learn from each other. 
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DISCLAIMER
UTMSPACE reserves the right to make any amend-
ments and/or to cancel the event if warranted by 
circumstances beyond its control. Terms and condi-
tions apply.

REGISTRATION FORM MySEC 2013
To confirm your registration, please complete this form including payment.

Company Details (for issuance of invoice):

Organisation : ________________________________________________________________________________________

Co. Reg. No* :________________________________________________________________________________________

Address : ________________________________________________________________________________________

  _________________________________________________________________________________________

Contact Person : _____________________________________   Designation :  ____________________________________

Telephone : _____________________________________   Mobile  :  ____________________________________

Fax : _____________________________________   Email  :  ____________________________________

* if applicable

This registration is invalid without a signature. Payment must be made no later than 7 working days before the conference commences. An undertaking letter 
may be accepted in cases where payment is delayed. However all payment must be made before the conference commences. Participants who  have registered 
but do not attend will be invoiced accordingly. 

Authorised Signature : _____________________________________ Date : ____________________________________

Name : _____________________________________ Designation : ______________________________

Company’s Stamp

MODE OF PAYMENT

A. Cheque or Bank Draft

Cheque No./  : _____________________________________ Bank/ Branch : ____________________________________
Bank Draft No.

B. Telegraphic Transfer

Transaction Date : _______________________________      Reference Number : _____________________________

Name : ________________________________________________________________________________________

Passport Num. :________________________________________________________________________________________

Title :________________________________________________________________________________________

Organisation :________________________________________________________________________________________

Address : ________________________________________________________________________________________

  ________________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone : _____________________________________   Mobile  :  ____________________________________

Fax : _____________________________________   Email  :  ____________________________________

All crossed cheque/ bank draft should be made payable to UTMSPACE
Account Number :  0116-0000426-10-7   |   Bank Name : CIMB Bank Berhad  |  Branch :  UTM Johor Bahru, Johor

Please tick (/) in the appropriate box as below :
Participant

Presenter

Conference

Workshop

C. Local Order (LO / PO)

Reference Number : _____________________________________________________________________________________

FEES
Non MySEIG member/non IEEE member:

RM 1400.00

MySEIG member/IEEE member:
RM 890.00

Group package (at least 3 persons):
RM 990.00

SEPoW 2013 (19 Nov. 2013 only):
Payment for SEPoW 2013 should be made

directly to UTeM
http://ftmk.utem.edu.my/sepow2013/register.html

Agile Symposium (19 Nov. 2013 only):
RM 350.00

Please tick (/) in the box.

Note: 
Registration fees for the conference include
conference materials, lunch, refreshment
and certificate of attendance.

CANCELLATION POLICY
Cancellations received in writing 30 days prior to 
the conference are eligible for a refund, subject to 
15% cancellation fees. Cancellations received less 
than 14 days from the date of the conference are 
not eligible for refund.  Substitute attendees are 
however welcome.

Please note that the speakers and topics are 
con�rmed at the time of printing. However, 
circumstances beyond the  control  of  the  
organisers  may necessitate substitutions or 
cancellations of speakers and/or topics. As such 
UTMSPACE reserves the rights to substitute or 
cancel the advertised speakers and /or topics.

MySEC Secretariat
School of Professional and Continuing Education 
(UTMSPACE)
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia
34-50 Jalan Kebudayaan 1, Taman Universiti
81300 Skudai
Johor Bahru, Johor, Malaysia

Enquiries & further details please contact:
Mr. Khairil (012-742 8535) / Ms. Noraini,
O�ce: 07-5218159/8170 Fax: 07-5211355
Email: mysec2013@utmspace.edu.my

Website : 
http://seminar.utmspace.edu.my/mysec2013

For further information, please contact:


